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Introduction
This archaeological overview assessment (AOA) will evaluate the archaeological potential related to the construction and renovation of infrastructure in Tulita, Northwest Territories (NWT) related to the management of
Nááts’įhch’oh National Park Reserve (NAPR; Fig. 1). The “Nááts’įhch’oh National Park Reserve Impact and
Beneﬁt Plan outlines a commitment by Parks Canada Agency to provide an ofﬁce, visitor centre, cold storage
and housing in Tulita, NWT” (Parks Canada 2021).
This project will include construction of a visitor centre/ofﬁce building with attached cold storage warehouse as
well as a new staff housing building on new land purchased for this purpose. Renovations will also be done
at existing staff housing at a different location in Tulita. This AOA will determine if archaeological mitigation
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Figure 1. Location of the Tulita operational facilities relative to Nááts’įhch’oh National Park Reserve.
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Figure 2. Location of Parks Canada property Lots 9-1, 9-2, 9-3 at 30-30A Bear Rock Drive and 28 Mackenzie
Drive in Tulita, NWT.
measures are necessary prior to, or in conjunction with, the proposed project activities in order to protect
archaeological and cultural resources1.

Assessment Methodology
This assessment is based on the preliminary project description provided in the Parks Canada Project Information Exchange Tool (PIE), correspondence with the Parks Canada project team, correspondence with the
Southwest Northwest Territories Field Unit (SWNWT) staff and review of archaeological investigations completed in the area.

Project Description
The project encompasses two parcels of land in Tulita, NWT: 28 Mackenzie Drive and the recently purchased
land at 30-30A Bear Rock Drive (Figs. 2, 3). Project activities at 28 Mackenzie Dr. involve renovation to an
existing 3 bedroom house. The new parcel of land at 30-30A Bear Rock Drive is where the new park facilities
will be constructed. To date the property has had a topographical and ground penetrating radar (GPR) survey. The design of the infrastructure is in the concept development phase and then will move to a design build
1

Parks Canada deﬁnitions: An archaeological resource is any tangible evidence of human activity of historical, cultural
or scientiﬁc interest, such as a feature, structure or archaeological object, located at or from an archaeological site or
recorded as an isolated archaeological ﬁnd. A cultural resource is a human work, or a place that gives evidence of human
activity or has spiritual or cultural meaning, and that has been determined to be of historic value.
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Figure 3. Parks Canada property for new visitor centre/ofﬁce building with attached cold storage
warehouse and new staff housing building at 30-30A Bear Rock Drive, Tulita, NWT (from Wood
2019:4).
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contract to performance speciﬁcations, design with input by consultants that will be reviewed by the community
prior to construction. The design will be done to correlate ground impact to areas that have been previously
disturbed: “Construction will follow, whereby design implementation will result in the greatest ‘disturbance’ to
the existing site conditions” (Parks Canada 2021).
There are currently ﬁve buildings located on the 30-30A Bear Rock Drive property. A three bedroom house and
storage shed will be renovated and two to three other buildings are proposed to be demolished or relocated
(Parks Canada 2021). Removal of these buildings is required to create space for construction of the new
visitor centre/ofﬁce building with attached cold storage warehouse and separate new staff housing unit. Three
of the extant buildings have been submitted to the Federal Heritage Buildings Review Ofﬁce (FHBRO) for
review of their heritage potential (Fig. 4). The results of the review may impact current renovation or removal

Figure 4. Five buildings located on the Bear Rock Drive property. Three of these buildings (Nos. 2, 3
and 5) were submitted for FHBRO review (from P. Carroll, Parks Canada).
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plans. There is expected to be no ground disturbance related to some of the new utility requirements as power
lines will be connected to existing poles along the road and water and sewer will be trucked in and away from
the property (Parks Canada 2021).
Early stage planning project activities at 30-30A Bear Rock Drive that have the potential to result in ground
impact include (Parks Canada 2021):
-

-

Staging areas;
Use of heavy equipment such as excavators and backhoes, including surface impacts from tread;
Vegetation clearing including removal of sod, shrubs, trees and herbaceous layer at the location of the
new building construction;
Ground levelling;
Construction of a staff housing building and a visitor centre/ofﬁce building with attached cold storage
warehouse:
o Structural foundations will be elevated and designed for local permafrost conditions. However,
the new building foundations are expected to include piles or space frame;
o Excavation may be required to connect the buildings to a possible district heating system.
Installation of this type of utility will be sub grade if design can be accomplished relative to
permafrost zones;
o Ramp access to front porch of the visitor centre – ofﬁce building and entry way to meet
accessibility standards at all access points;
Renovation of two existing buildings;
Demolition or relocation of two to three existing buildings, pending FHBRO evaluation;
Construction of a parking area;
Possible modiﬁcations to the existing road to access parking area and visitor centre/ofﬁce building with
attached cold storage warehouse;
Possible construction of a permanent access road to the new staff housing building;
Other activities such as landscaping and planting of trees and shrubs to separate the new staff housing
building from the visitor centre/ofﬁce building;
Possible removal of contaminants leached into the soil associated with hazardous materials from site
use and extant buildings if these have been/or are identiﬁed; and
Possible site reclamation requirements as per the Phase II Environmental Site Assessment.

Background
The new Parks Canada land in Tulita at 30 and 30A Bear Rock Drive encompasses approximately 1.09 hectares between the Mackenzie River to the South and Bear Rock Drive to the north (Fig. 2). A Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment was conducted in 2019 by Wood Environment & Infrastructure Solutions on the
three lots (9-1, 9-2, 9-3) associated with the Bear Rock Drive property. The assessment included a review of
possible environmental contamination and a historic review of property use to date through air photos, historic documentation and consultation with individuals “knowledgeable about the Site and surrounding land use”
(Wood 2010:1). The assessment determined that there are “environmental concerns associated with historic
land use, above ground storage tanks, lead containing materials and asbestos containing materials” (Wood
2019:iii).
Historic Overview
Fort Norman (now Tulita) is located at the juncture of the Great Bear and Mackenzie Rivers. There have been
15 trading sites documented for Fort Norman that included both trading companies and individual traders. The
earliest and longest recorded operation is that of the Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) beginning in 1851. Three
companies operated for shorter time frames and were eventually purchased by the HBC. These companies
included Hislop & Nagle operating between circa 1900 to 1912, sold to the Northern Traders Ltd.; Northern
Traders Ltd. operating between 1912 and 1938, sold to the HBC; and Lamson & Hubbard Co. between 1918
and 1924, sold to the HBC (Usher 1917). There were eleven recorded individual traders operating between
1926 and 1962. Most of these lasted less than eight years, with six under three years. The two longest operaTulita Infrastructure AOA 2021
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Table 1. Archaeological sites identiﬁed in the Tulita area.

tors were Middleton F. Hall for 12 years between 1950 and 1962 and Amos Schellenberger for 19 years between 1931 and 1950 (Usher 1971).
The Parks Canada property at Bear Rock Drive was used as a trading post prior to the 1950s when it became
residential property owned by the Hardy family (Richard Hardy pers. comm., in Wood 2019:8). Wood (2019)
states that “a trading post, windmill and blacksmith shop have been removed” from the property (Wood
2019:iii). He reviewed air photos between 1945 and 2019 which illustrate the presence of at least eight
structures dating to before 1945 related to the trading post, as well as a trail leading south to the Mackenzie
River (Wood 2019:6). By at least 1975 some of these eight structures were removed and three new structures
were present (Wood 2019: 6). The property currently has ﬁve extant buildings. These are a cabin-style
building constructed between 1980 and 1987 and four additional structures built between 1987 and 1993
including a residence, 8m x 3m storage shed, 6m x 4m shop building and 4m x 3m shop building2 (Wood 2019;
Fig. 4).

Archaeological Investigations
There have been a number of archaeological investigations in the Tulita area resulting in the identiﬁcation of
19 archaeological sites (Fig. 5; Table 1). These investigations were primarily related to infrastructure development, such as oil and gas pipelines, roads and bridges. There has been a couple of archaeological studies,
one in 1953, the other in 1982, with a research focus, however these were limited in scope. There has not
been a comprehensive archaeological project within the Tulita area, nor have the identiﬁed archaeological sites
been investigated in enough detail to determine site extent.
2

Measurements are approximate (Wood 2019).
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Figure 5. Identiﬁed archaeological sites located in the Tulita Area. Red squares are Parks Canada property in
Tulita.
Most of the sites are located along the Great Bear River and Mackenzie River terraces (Fig. 5). Site types
include precontact lithic3 scatters and campsites as well as historic and more recent campsites along the rivers.
One of the Mackenzie River precontact sites contained modiﬁed birch bark fragments and another corresponds
also to the location of a trading post. Historic Indigenous trails have been recorded east of the Great Bear
River on the river terrace and a dog sled trail inland northeast of the Tulita airport. At the mouth of the two
rivers is a historic barge and campsite with an additional barge site on the east bank of the Great Bear River.
One of the earliest archaeological ﬁeld projects conducted along the Mackenzie and Great Bear Rivers was
part of an archaeological survey of the Northwest Territories by Richard S. MacNeish of the National Museum
of Canada in 1952 (MacNeish 1953). A single precontact lithic scatter (LfRq-1) was identiﬁed along the upper
terrace of the Mackenzie River located northeast of the Bear Rock Drive property.
Archaeological investigations did not occur again in this area until the early 1970s during the Mackenzie River
archaeological survey that was part of the northern Yukon-Mackenzie Valley pipeline corridor study (CinqMars 1973). Field work commenced in the Fort Norman (Tulita)-Great Bear River locality in 1973 and included
“gathering of ethno-historical information” from local people (Cinq-Mars 1974). Three archaeological sites
were initially identiﬁed - a precontact lithic scatter within the upper 10cm of the west bank of the Great Bear
River (LfRq-9) and two buried precontact sites (LfRq-7 and LfRq-8) along the Mackenzie River “on the lower
terrace below the Fort Norman town site” (Losey 1974). These latter two sites are the closest documented
archaeological sites to the Parks Canada Bear Rock Drive property. Further archaeological assessments
related to development projects in and around Tulita occurred in 2002, 2006 and 2014.
3

Lithics are stone tools and/or debitage or waste material from manufacturing stone tools.
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A.

B.

Figure 6. Archaeological site LfRq 7: (A) stratigraphic proﬁle and (B) ﬂoor plan of birch bark feature (From
Losey 1974:B32-33, Figs. B11 & B12).

Archaeological Sites Associated with the Project Area
Site LfRq-7 was identiﬁed as a precontact birch bark feature containing at least 7 fragments of birch bark that
had been cut, perforated and folded (Fig. 6; Losey 1974). The birch bark was discovered “in an exposure of
the 200 foot (lower) terrace cut by a lane leading to the beach below” (Losey 1974:B31). This site has been
impacted by ice push and by erosion. The birch bark was found 100cm below surface over a 75cm area in
a discontinuous grey and black compressed thin silt lens that also had charcoal and wood fragments (Losey
1974). The largest piece of birch bark was 20cm2, while other pieces ranged from 10cm x 20cm to 40cm x
12cm. Perforations along cut edges ranged from 12cm, 15cm and 20cm apart (Losey 1974). Two of the cut
and perforated birch bark fragments were folded into a triangular shape and “identiﬁed by local informants
John and Elizabeth Yekaleya as portions of a type of bark canoe seat or cushion that was manufactured and
used within their life-time… in the bottom of a watercraft to distribute the weight of a sitting or kneeling individual over a wider area of the fragile craft” (Losey 1974:B34).
Site LfRq-8 was “located in an exposure of the lower terrace at the edge of property owned by Mr. Jack Hardy,
a long-time resident of Fort Norman” (Losey 1974:B34). This site had a large precontact hearth partially
eroded along the northern edge of the river bank with a recent refuse pit, 70cm in diameter, encroaching along
its southern margin (Fig. 7; Losey 1974). The intact portion of the hearth was 75cm x 130cm along the bank
edge at 12 to 20 cm below surface within a buff coloured alluvial silt with intermittent ash and charcoal layers
(Losey 1974:B36). The hearth contained stone ﬂakes from various stages of stone tool manufacture, ash,
charcoal, calcined bone fragments and ﬁre-cracked rock. Identiﬁed bone included beaver, hare and ﬁsh (Losey
1974). Near the hearth feature in a disturbed deposit was a quartzite retouched ﬂake (cutting implement).
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A.
Figure 7. Archaeological site LfRq 8: (A) stratigraphic proﬁle
and (B) ﬂoor plan of precontact hearth feature and postcontact refuse pit (From Losey 1974:B35 & B37, Figs. B13 &
B14).
A lanceolate-shaped biface (stone knife) was found below
the hearth feature along the beach (Losey 1974). Losey
(1974) estimated that half of the hearth was “destroyed” by
erosion and slumping. The hearth and refuse pit were both
completely excavated and the entire hearth ﬁll was collected
for ﬂotation analysis4.

B.

The postcontact refuse pit contained caribou bone, steel ﬁle, 4” wire cut nail, Dominion cartridge case, tin strip,
tin cover, tin can base, tin lid fragment, tin can key, carbon ﬂashlight battery core, clear glass fragment, light
bulb base, white glazed ceramic rim sherd, white ceramic insulator, wood fragment from a smoking pipe, part
of a leather glove or mitten, two types of wire pieces and knotted cordage ﬁber fragments (Losey 1974:B42).
In 1982, Christopher Hanks conducted research in the Tulita area to evaluate archaeological sites that would
be impacted by a proposed Interprovincial Pipeline and to undertake a preliminary evaluation of recent and
historic camps and cabins on the Mackenzie River. He also re-examined three sites documented during the
1970s northern Yukon-Mackenzie Valley pipeline corridor study, including LfRq-4, -7 and -8 (Hanks 1982).
Hanks produced a map that provides more accurate locations for these three sites than available through
the GNWT archaeological database (Fig. 8). In addition, his site revisits provided more information on site
condition almost 10 years after their initial ﬁeld work. Hanks determined that there was potential for further
research at site LfRq-7 despite not locating any archaeological resources. This evaluation was based on
“heavily stratiﬁed riverine deposits” and an interview with community member Rod Hardy “who indicated that
[precontact] material had been collected from the site when the land was cleared” (Hanks 1982:4).
Hanks conﬁrmed that site LfRq-8 corresponds to the former location of the Northern Trading Company
Compound. “The buildings from that occupation were bulldozed over the river bank by the present owner Jack
Hardy when he cleared a garden” (Hanks 1982:4). Hanks determined that despite these activities, there were
still intact areas of the site that could be further researched. Precontact lithic ﬂakes and historic ceramics were
collected from the edge of Jack Hardy’s potato garden in 1982, expanding the parameters of the site further
inland. It should be noted that the purpose of the earlier investigations were not to determine site size but
to identify potential for cultural history research in the region. Hanks (1982) recommended that site LfRq-7
requires systematic testing and despite impacts, site LfRq-8 requires further investigation.
4

Flotation is a process that uses water and geological sieves with different mesh sizes to recover organic remains such as
bone, seeds and charcoal as well as tiny artifacts from soil archaeological deposits.
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Figure 8. Site locations deﬁned
by Hanks during his 1982 ﬁeld
work (Hanks 1982).
Site LfRq-4 is another precontact site identiﬁed during the 1970s and further documented in 1982 by Hanks.
This site is located east of LfRq-7 on a high terrace corresponding to the property of the old Hudson Bay
Company store (Fig. 8). This site is a lithic scatter (debitage from stone tool manufacture) with historic
component.
A GPR survey was conducted in 2020 on the Parks Canada Bear Rock Drive property as part of a land survey
contract (Ollerhead & Associates Ltd. 2020). GPR work is a non-intrusive survey technique that illustrates subsurface anomalies that are then interpreted based on the reviewers experience, known ground conditions, etc.
The interpretation of these anomalies requires conﬁrmation through archaeological shovel testing. From an
archaeological perspective, the GPR work conducted at Bear Rock Drive was insufﬁcient in terms of the data
collected, methodology used and interpretation of subsurface anomalies.

Archaeological Potential
Archaeological investigations have been conducted in and around Tulita between 1952 and 2014. Nineteen
archaeological sites were identiﬁed at the mouth of the Mackenzie and Great Bear River, along the east and
west banks of the Great Bear River and along the north bank of the Mackenzie River to the east of the Great
Bear River (Fig. 3). The sites are a combination of contemporary, historic and precontact Indigenous sites.
Site types vary, and include historic barge landing locations, trails, historic campsites, older precontact campsites and lithic scatters.
There is a high potential to encounter sub-surface archaeological resources (artifacts and/or features) on the
Parks Canada property at 30-30A Bear Rock Drive. This property was purchased for the purposes of constructing a visitor centre/ofﬁce building with attached cold storage warehouse and new staff housing building
(Fig. 9). The property is located approximately 500m east of the juncture of the Mackenzie and Great Bear
Rivers. The Great Bear River connects Great Bear Lake to the Mackenzie River travel corridor making this
area culturally signiﬁcant. Precontact and postcontact archaeological sites have been documented along both
rivers. There are two precontact archaeological sites related to the Bear Rock Drive property that have had
minimal archaeological investigation. Further research had been recommended at these sites due to the potential to encounter further archaeological resources (Hanks 1982).
There has not been an archaeological investigation that encompasses the entire Parks Canada property.
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Figure 9. Concept design for the new visitor centre/ofﬁce building with attached cold storage warehouse and
new staff housing building at 30-30A Bear Rock Drive, Tulita, NWT.
Conducting an archaeological impact assessment that includes surface survey and shovel testing on
the property will identify buried archaeological resources and conﬁrm the extent of previously identiﬁed
archaeological sites and historic building foundations and features as well as the extent of previous ground
disturbance. This disturbance is related to the construction and removal of extant buildings, other property
use such as gardening, lumber mill, roads and bank sloping for river access. Subsurface ground anomalies
identiﬁed by the GPR survey require archaeological investigation including archaeological survey and test
excavation to conﬁrm what the anomalies are and evaluate their signiﬁcance.

Archaeological Requirements and Mitigation Measures
There is a low potential for encountering archaeological resources at the Mackenzie Drive property related to
the type of proposed renovation to the existing staff housing with minimal ground impact. Mitigation measures
for construction on this property include the Accidental Finds Protocol and Change of Scope Protocol.
An archaeological impact assessment (AIA) is required prior to any ground disturbance related to the Bear
Rock Drive project due to the high probability of encountering both precontact and postcontact archaeological
resources. This is due to previously identiﬁed archaeological sites in the area, presence of a trading post on
the property and the project location near the juncture of the Mackenzie and Great Bear Rivers. Both of these
rivers were culturally important travel corridors in the past. Air photo analysis has also documented historic
structures on the property that pre-date 1945. There has not been an archaeological assessment conducted
over the footprint of the Bear Rock Drive property. Archaeological information that exists is inconclusive in
terms of location, level of previous impact and extent of in situ buried archaeological resources.
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The AIA on the Bear Rock Drive property is required to identify unknown archaeological resources and their
extent through survey and shovel stesting. Test unit placement should target high potential locations based
on historical records, air photos, archaeological investigations adjacent to the property and broader area
as well as oral history if available. Subsurface ground anomalies identiﬁed by the GPR survey also require
archaeological investigation including ground truthing and test excavation to conﬁrm what the anomalies
are and evaluate their signiﬁcance. The results of the AIA will assist with project development and possible
adjustment to the placement of new infrastructure to avoid potential impact to archaeological resources.
If potential impact cannot be avoided, than an archaeological mitigation may be required to preserve
archaeological resources through excavation and documentation.
Archaeological monitoring will be required for ground testing associated with the Phase II Environmental
Site Assessment, Preliminary Quantitative Risk Assessment, Hazardous Building Materials Assessment and
Geotechnical Investigation Assessment. The information collected during these assessments will assist in
evaluting presence and extent of potential buried archaeological resources and ground disturbance to aid in
the AIA. An accidental ﬁnds protocol and change in scope protocol will be in place for the construction phase.
The AIA should be done in consultation and collaboration with the community including elder and possibly
youth and/or other community member participation. This could serve as a training or hands-on experience for
youth. Community members should be invited to participate in all aspects of the archaeological ﬁeld work as
well as interpretation of the results.
Mitigation measures include:
·

·

·

·

·

Consultation and collaboration with the community including:
o Ground blessing prior to commencement of archaeological ﬁeld work;
o Participation in the ﬁeld work including archaeological monitoring, AIA and possible mitigation as
well as post ﬁeld interpretation; and
o Sharing results of the archaeological investigation and opportunities for community members to
share Indigenous knowledge related to the property and potential archaeological ﬁnds to aid in
interpretation and evaluation of signiﬁcance;
Archaeological monitoring during ground testing associated with the Phase II Environmental Site
Assessment, Preliminary Quantitative Risk Assessment, Hazardous Building Materials Assessment and
Geotechnical Investigation:
o Monitoring ground coring and other ground testing for information gathering on land disturbance,
undisturbed deposits and presence of archaeological and cultural resources such as the
remains of building foundations, middens and artifacts;
Archaeological Impact Assessment including:
o Survey and shovel testing within the project footprint, staging area(s), vegetation planting and
any other location associated with the project;
o Surface reconnaissance and shovel testing to conﬁrm anomalies identiﬁed through the GPR
survey; and
o Testing of high potential locations over the broader property based on identiﬁed archaeological
sites from previous archaeological studies;
Results of the AIA and the ﬁnal project development plans may trigger the need for a mitigation to
remove any buried archaeological resources that cannot be avoided during construction activities. This
should be coordinated to occur at the same time as the AIA through consultations with Parks Canada
project team members including archaeology; and
Mitigation measures during project construction will include:
o Accidental Finds Protocol; and
o Change of Scope Protocol.

Accidental Finds Protocol: There may be a chance that features or artifact(s) are encountered in the course
of the proposed project activities. If features or artifact concentrations are encountered within a location of
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impact, work should stop in the immediate area, photographs and a GPS reading should be taken, and the
Parks Canada project manager informed. The project manager should then contact Parks Canada’s Terrestrial
Archaeology section for advice and assessment of signiﬁcance that will in turn determine what may be required
to mitigate the ﬁnd.
What is a signiﬁcant ﬁnd? It may be possible that historic objects, older Indigenous artifacts (such as stone
tools, butchered animal remains, Indigenous ceramics) or features (such as hearths, structural remains) could
be found in the project area(s). Concentrations of artifacts are signiﬁcant and so are undocumented historic or
Indigenous features that cannot be avoided due to construction. Encountering any of these would be a stop work
situation, as would the accidental ﬁnd of human remains.
Change of Scope: Any changes to the proposed plans including the project footprint must be submitted to the
Parks Canada Agency Terrestrial Archaeology Representative for review.
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